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MEDICAL SCHOOL.

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE.

"FINEM RESPICE."

Being the Inauqural Lecture of
EDGAR L. COLLIS, M.A., M.D. OXON., M.R.C.S.,

MANSEL TALBOT PROFESSOR-DESIGNATE OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE,
UNIVERSITY OF WALES (LATE DIRECTOR OF WELFARE OF

HEALTH, MINISTRY OF MUNITIONS AND H.M. MEDICAL
INSPECTOR OF FACTORIES).

GENTLEMEN,&mdash;Three thoughts have influenced
the choice of my subject to-day: 1. I form part of
the Welsh National School of Medicine, whose
name as a school is a great and ambitious one,

unique among the medical schools of the United
Kingdom. He who bears a high title, bears also
concomitant cares and responsibilities-atra cura
sedet post equitem. The title in the present case
carries with it responsibility for educating and
training in the best possible way those who, in the
future, must hold in their hands the health of the
Welsh nation. 2. The immediate future is to see
the school reorganised and expanded, at a moment
when the whole question of the teaching of
medicine is receiving the most serious considera-
tion ; when doubts are openly expressed as to
the efficacy of the scheme of training which has
prevailed up to the present; when the health
of the whole nation is being taken charge of
by the new Ministry of Health; and when new
knowledge of the human body in relation to
health and disease is crowding in upon us. Serum-
therapy, radiology, radiography, balneology, ionisa-
tion, dietetics, eugenics, osteopathy, to name only
a few, all cry aloud to be included in a curriculum
already overloaded with organic chemistry,
anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, pathology, phar-
macy, midwifery, gynaecology, surgery, curative
medicine, the special departments of eye, ear,
throat, and skin, lunacy, and fevers, and the great
field of public health administration. 3. I person-
ally am undertaking a heavy responsibility in that
to-day I am the first occupant of the only chair in
the kingdom devoted entirely to the subject of

preventive medicine. There is no tradition to

guide, no precedent to refer to; all must be

wrought de novo. These three ever-present
thoughts have directed me to fix the title which
appears at the head of these remarks.

THE RISE OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

University schools.-The history of medical
schools shows that they came into existence on
no ordered plan. In the Middle Ages there were
at such ancient seats of learning as Oxford,
Cambridge, or Padua schools of medicine, where
some famous physician presided over a band of
students who came to sit at his feet. How he
taught and what he taught, with no laboratories
and no hospital beds, we can have but little idea.
We can but suspect that many a practitioner of
those days, looking back on his student times, must

‘ have thought :-
" Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument
About it and about : but evermore

Came out by the same Door that in I went." 

Be that as it may, we can see that the trend of

teaching must have been to the philosophic and
more scientific side of medicine. Even to-day we
see this tendency perpetuated. Oxford and

Cambridge treat medicine essentially as a science;
they lay down a scientific rather than a utilitarian
groundwork ; they deal only with preliminary
subjects, and treat anatomy and physiology as pure
sciences. Then the student passes away to learn
the technique of his profession at one of the great
hospitals. There, although the method of his
training must persist, he is inclined to leave the
sciences behind him as "Something accomplished,
something done "; and opportunity is lacking for
him to return again and again to the familiar
laboratories and to his teachers for light and
leading in the interpretation of the new facts he
is being called upon to absorb.
Hospital schools.&mdash;At the same time as certain

institutions, such as those of St. Bartholomew and
St. Thomas, originally started as hostels for the
poor, came to be devoted to dealing with the sick,
hospitals as we know them to-day began to emerge.
They were attended by physicians and later by
surgeons (for I must remind you that surgery was,
until the end of the eighteenth century, looked
down upon by physicians and left to the barbers) ;
these men had attached to them apprentices, the
prototype of the medical student of to-day; and
the system which existed can fairly be compared
with that of the trade guilds and their apprentices.
Many physicians, in no way connected with
hospitals, also had their apprentices, just as

lawyers to-day have their articled clerks, and

hospital training was not a necessary part
of the student’s career. You may recall how,
in 1811, the poet Keats was so apprenticed
for five years to Mr. Thomas Hammond, a surgeon
and apothecary of Edmonton ; and bound himself
" 
not to haunt taverns or playhouses, not to play at

dice or cards, nor absent himself from his said
master’s service day or night unlawfully, but in all
things as a faithful apprentice to [he shall] behave
himself towards the said master and all his

during the said term." After 3t years Keats left
Hammond and joined St. Thomas’s and Guy’s
before becoming a Licentiate of the Society of

Apothecaries. This apprenticeship system con-

tinued well into last century, and there are still
doctors at work to-day who in their time served
as apprentices. An excellent picture of how the
medical student of the first half of nineteenth
century carried on his work is to be found in
Samuel Warren’s book, "The Diary of a Late
Physician," wherein is vividly described how one
part of his duties was carried out-the resurrecting
of a body for anatomy purposes in pitchy darkness
on a cold night amid drenching rain; the details
are realistically gruesome. But there is no elegy
by Keats of such a churchyard scene. Perusal of
this chapter must make every student of to-day
thankful for the Anatomy Act, and prevent him
from being a laudator temporis acti.
At the hospitals after a time, as the necessity for

more scientific training became obvious, instruction
in the preliminary sciences was arranged. But,
with few exceptions, the university outlook has not
been attained ; and the training, although taking
less and less notice of minor complaints and of
the housing and occupations of the patients, has
always retained an essentially utilitarian outlook ;
while, on the other hand, the universities have con-
tinued to preserve a more purely scientific point of
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view. Each side can claim advantages; broadly t

speaking, the great scientists, physiologists, and f
anatomists, are found attached to the University i
schools, and famous physicians and surgeons to the r

hospital schools. (

Meanwhile, not only the teachers but the pro- (

fession as a whole have been losing touch with the s

social life of the community. Teaching, in the first t

place, has been in the hands of the scientist and t
the specialising- consultant, who have no intimate 
acquaintance with general practice. On the other 

hand, the general practitioner himself, called in to E

cure, has had perforce to confine his attention to t

the illness before him, for altered social con- v
ditions have conspired to narrow his outlook. (

The practitioner of the eighteenth century found J
his patients employed on the land or in some home l

industry, and he was familiar with their daily 
lives. To-day occupation is carried on in the i

mine, the factory, the mill, and the business house, (
not merely by men, but, to an increasing extent, by 
women also; and the doctor has lost touch with 
working conditions-those conditions which fre- 
quently supply the reasons for the illness he is 1

treating. Thus he is unable to study the pre- 
disposing influences, to balance up cause and
effect, and to act as a guide towards health and 
the prevention of disease. 
The bearing of the above remarks upon the

Welsh medical school, started on university lines,
but about to reorganise and include also the 
hospital curriculum, is clear; the advantages of 
both systems have to be combined in one and their
disadvantages made good.

THE RISE OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. ,

The science of medicine is associated in the
minds of most people with the cure of disease.
Disease is the point around which thoughts 
centre; and through the ages, from the time of
Hippocrates onwards, attention has been mainly
directed to remedies and treatment. The point
of view has been that "they that be whole need
not a physician, but they that are sick." Never-
theless, there is another great and rapidly growing
side of medicine, of which traces exist reaching
back into antiquity; I mean the prevention of
disease. This side presents a point of view which
centres thought on the positive entity, Health,
rather than on the varied manifestations of lack
of health which we sum up in the negative term,
disease. Traces are to be found even in the.
Mosaic law aimed at preventing the spread of

leprosy; isolation of the afflicted person was

insisted upon: "he is unclean; he shall dwell
alone ; without the camp shall his habitation be " ;
and also disinfection by fire : "He [the priest]
shall therefore burn that garment, whether warp
or woof, in woollen or in linen, or anything of
skin, wherein the plague is; for it is a fretting
leprosy; it shall be burnt in the fire." There
is also a passage in Jeremiah which recognises
the two sides of medicine and might well be
engraved over the portals of the Welsh School of
Medicine: "Behold, I will bring it [the nation]
health and cure."

It would be interesting to trace the history of
preventive medicine through the centuries. The
Greeks, for instance, not only had their god of
healing, &AElig;sculapius, but also their beautiful goddess
of health, Hygeia, whose name is perpetuated in the
word " hygiene "; and they had town water-supplies,
since, according to Plutarch, Themistocles was able

o erect a statue at Athens out of fines collected
rom those who diverted the public water-supply
nto their own grounds. The Romans had sanitary
’egulations: food inspection was under Ediles

Cereales ; water-supply and sewers were under the
Comites Cloacarum; and there were enactments

against burial in the city. Rough-and-ready isola
ion against disease was practised in mediaeval
imes. But the real seeds of preventive medicine
were sown in the eighteenth century by such
Englishmen as Sydenham, with his thoughts on
epidemic disease; Mead, who advocated port quaran-
ine against plague; and Jenner, who introduced
vaccination against small-pox. In the nineteenth
century came Farr and Simon, the architects of
nodern sanitary science ; to be followed by the great
Pasteur, whose epoch-making discoveries led to

recognition of the cause of, and means for prevent-
ing, certain infectious diseases. Valuable as his
iiscoveries proved to surgery in the hands of
Lister, their value in preventing disease has
3ven been greater. Take, for instance, the
conversion of the pestilential Isthmus of Panama
by Gorgas into a white man’s country, which made
possible the construction of the great canal; the
world is thus in debt for its two great canals to the
genius of France: the genius of Lesseps and the
genius of Pasteur. -

My time is limited, and I can only pause to
remark that through the ages there has been a
growing recognition of the necessity for a science
of preventive medicine, and that this science has
swung forward with giant strides synchronous
with the advance in civilisation brought about
by the industrial revolution of the nineteenth
century. Previously, certain diseases, such as

leprosy, had disappeared, no one knew quite why.
Long before we knew the disease-carrying power
of mosquitoes, drainage banished malaria from
these isles, where it used to rage (as it does to-day
in the tropics) in the morasses round Edinburgh, now
the fertile Midlothian country, and in the fens of
Lincolnshire. Cleanliness conquered typhus before
we recognised the part played in its spread by the
louse.

Thereafter the attack on disease has been clearly
directed: typhoid has surrendered to pure water-
supply and serum ; vaccination has defeated small-
pox ; muzzling has stopped hydrophobia; cholera
and plague are kept at arm’s length by port
quarantine ; the tropical diseases-malaria and
yellow fever-are eradicated by attacking the

stegomyia and anopheles mosquitoes in their
breeding-grounds ; sleeping sickness, of which
wild animals are carriers, is known to be trans-
mitted by the tsetse fly, and the line of attack is
thus apparent; typhus in the Serbian Army was
overcome by elimination of the louse; infantile
diarrhoea is coming under control through destruc-
tion of the domestic fly; scurvy and beri-beri have
surrendered to suitable vitamines in food ; rickets
seems likely to follow; scarlet fever under rigid
isolation is losing its terrors ; we protect to-day
against diphtheria, against common colds, and even
influenza ; hospital gangrene and sepsis have
collapsed before Listerism and asepsis ; puerperal
fever only lingers as a reproach to the accoucheur
in whose practice it appears.
These instances of the abolition of certain types

of disease would, however, only be matters of

passing interest if the general health remained
at its old level; if the removal of one disease
merely left an unresisting population to fall victim
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to others; if the tendency of the sick to be sick (

remained unaltered; if the vigour of the nation t
were not increased; for, as Martial expressed it, (
" 
non est vivere, sed valere vita " (the joy of life is i

not in living, but in health). But evidence exists 1
that vigour is greater ; the death-rate from tuber- i

culosis has, since 1860, fallen 50 per cent. among i

males and 67 per cent. among females, as the
general well-being, expressed in better food-supply, i

has been rising; infant mortality has fallen from i

154 per 1000 children born in 1851-60 to 105 in
1911-18, and the death-rate of England and Wales,
which was 20’6 per 1000 living in 1868, had fallen to
13’5 in 1917.
The debt the nation owes to preventive medicine

is written in the lives of us all in letters of gold,
for a nation’s wealth is that nation’s health. If I
had been speaking some century ago instead of in
1919 my audience would have been smaller. Some
of us would have succumbed in infancy; others of
cholera; others of typhoid, of typhus and gaol fever,
which attacked the judges and witnesses in court
as well as the prisoners; others of malaria; more
still of consumption; others of small-pox, while any
woman present would be an outstanding beauty if
not pock-marked to indicate that she had passed
through her attack of that national scourge. From
a financial aspect we should have had to pay
higher for life insurance, but lower for pensions
because few could be expected to benefit thereby.
Preventive medicine has indeed a proud record,
but many a field lies ahead for us to cultivate.

The Official Status of Preventive Medicine.
In contradistinction to curative medicine the

preventive side has not been particularly asso-
ciated with either the university or the hospital
schools. It has developed independently, and its
distinguishing characteristic has been its official
status. This it has acquired through the will of
the people expressed in Acts of Parliament, the list of
which is long-the Vaccination Act, Notification of
Deaths, Public Health and Factory Acts, Burial Act,
Housing, Midwives, Employment of Children, Pro-
tection of Food, Notification of Births, Education
Acts, Old Age Pensions, Health Insurance, Notifica-
tion of Tuberculosis, and still the list is incom-
plete. Taken collectively, these Acts represent
the most remarkable instance-one to which social
economists have not drawn attention-of nationali-
sation, the nationalisation of health. This body
of legislation is an expression of an ill-defined
feeling that all is not well; and of the nation
struggling, and with a fair measure of success,

though until recently on no coordinated plan, to
take charge of, protect, and improve its most

precious possession, health.
Preventive medicine has lacked one essential to

complete success which curative medicine has
possessed, although, as already pointed out, it is
not stressed in modern medical training. Curative
medicine, which, by the way, has never been

official, has always been personal to the sufferer;
and intimate relations have always existed between
the patient and his doctor. Now a doctor, by his
very name, should be a teacher; but the doctor,
when sent for, is sent for not to teach but to cure;
and the public, accustomed to come into personal
touch with the profession in cases of illness only,
has failed to recognise the personal application of
the proverb that prevention is greater than cure.

Possibly I may seem to be drawing too clear a
distinction between preventive and curative medi-

;ine; if so, it is only forconvenience in presenting
jhe case, for I agree that 

" 
the aim of treatment in

3very case, whether preventive or curative, is to
remove or counteract the agencies which threaten
j0 produce or have produced the abnormal. In
most cases preventive and curative treatment do
Mot differ in kind." 1

The impersonal character of much preventive
medicine of the past is clearly seen in the recom-
mendations of the Royal Sanitary Committee,
whose report 2 led up to the Public Health Act,
1875:-

1. The supply of wholesome and sufficient water for
drinking and washing.

2. The prevention of the pollution of water.
3. The provision of sewerage and utilisation of

sewage.
4. The regulation of streets, highways, and new

buildings.
5. The healthiness of dwellings.
6. The removal of nuisances and refuse, and con-

sumption of smoke. -
7. The inspection of food.
8. The suppression of causes of diseases, and regula-

tions in case of epidemics.
9. The provision for the burial of the dead without

injury to the living.
10. The regulation of markets, &c., public lighting of

towns.
11. The registration of death and sickness.

No one can gainsay the value of action on these
lines, and I have referred to some of the benefits
that have accrued ; but each member of the com-
munity is only interested in these matters in a half -
hearted way. The man in the street does not
understand mortality-rates or life-tables ; infant
mortality does not excite him ; he takes his water-
supply and public sanitation for granted ; he avoids
a sewage farm, and pours smoke into the atmosphere
if he can get coal for the purpose. He only becomes
vocal amid a plague, like influenza, which he is
sure is someone’s fault, not his own. There have
been no health practitioners visiting and talking
things over as the family doctor talks over the
family treatment of measles, bronchitis, indigestion,
headache, sciatica, and the like. More personal
interest is needed ; and recent advances in pre-
ventive medicine are already supplying the need.
Maternity and infant clinics are dealing with the
individual mothers and babes ; and their success is
remarkable. School medical inspection and school
clinics are similarly personal, and are accepted
without demur. Home-visiting arising out of the
above, and in connexion with tuberculosis work, is
carrying the apostles of health into the home.
Welfare supervision and safety-first work in factories
are appealing directly to each worker. Thus pre-
ventive medicine is steadily becoming more personal
and more popular.

Personality in Industry and Health.
I would venture on a comparison by saying that

the nineteenth century discovered the general
principles of sanitary science, just as in industry it
discovered the principles underlying the use of
power-driven machinery. Machinery has revolu-
tionised civilisation. Sanitation is revolutionising
national health. The twentieth century in the
industrial world is now discovering the individuality
of workers ; the value to output of selecting the right
man for each task ; the value of shortened hours of
labour and organised rest-pauses, of health super-

1 Interim Report of Education Committee on Preventive Medi-
cine, General Medical Council.

2 Report of the Royal Sanitary Commission, 1871, vol. i., p. 20.
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vision and industrial canteens. The discovery in p
the world of preventive medicine is similarly the is

importance of the individuals who collectively ii
form the nation. In industry the maximum a

output depends upon the worker as a human i]

being ; no matter what inventive genius is applied
to improving mechanical appliances, it is the man
at the machine who determines the output, and
who can increase or decrease that output in pro- x

portion as he is physically and mentally healthy 1and fit. In the field of preventive medicine the t
provision of pure water, perfect drainage, and 

(
clean air cannot compel an unwilling public to
drink at the clear spring of health; everything
must finally depend on the individual if the
health of each is to be ensured, if the nation as
a whole is to become Al. Sir George Newman,
after pointing out that as the nineteenth century
was drawing to a close preventive medicine
became more personal, social, and apposite than
formerly, based more on the child, was concerned
more with the individual than with the environ-
ment, goes on to say: " In the last decade of
the nineteenth century came the London Public
Health Act, legislation on housing and on in.
dustrial betterment, on the cleansing of persons
as distinct from properties, and on the education
of blind, deaf, and defective children, the pro-
vision of school meals, the protection of food.
the notification of births, the medical inspec-
tion and treatment of children, the Children
Act itself, old age pensions, the health in-
surance of the adolescent and adult, and a group
of Acts concerned directly with some of the pre-
valent diseases, tuberculosis, mental deficiency,
ophthalmia neonatorum, and the venereal diseases.
No individual planned this significant sequence,
no single factor explains its emergence. It repre-
sents a new social spirit, a new application of
science to the life and labour of man."

The Coming of the " Health nurse. i
Now turn to another comparison between

curative and preventive medicine. Curative
medicine was confined to medical practitioners
until the middle of last century, when, arising
out of the inadequacy of hospital work disclosed
in the Crimean War, Florence Nightingale called
into existence the hospital nurse. How the pro-
fession worked previously at the mercy of Sarah I
Gamp and her invisible colleague, Mrs. ’Arris, is
difficult to-day to imagine. But a true mate has
been found, and the trained nurse is an integral
part of the medical profession. She in her turn
has called into existence the invaluable hospital
almoner. Meanwhile the trained midwife is rapidly

replacing her prototype and becoming indispensable
throughout the land; she bids fair soon to relieve
the practitioner to a great extent of her side of his
work; her sphere of activity, which is prevention
rather than cure, provides an excellent instance of
the inseparability of the two sides of medicine.

Preventive medicine is treading close on the heels
of his elder brother, and in seeking for a mate has
called into existence a new type of nurse, th(
health visitor; and she is becoming as necessary ii
her field of work as is the trained hospital nurse ii
hers. Her predecessor, if she had one, was thl

village nurse and district visitor. To-day she i
wanted in the maternity and infant clinic; she i

necessary to the school clinic and tuberculosis dis

3 An Outline of the Practice of Preventive Medicine, Sir George
Newman, 1919, p. 15 (Cmd. 363).

tensary ; home visitation is in her hands ; and she
s needed in the factory. Her work is ever expand-
ng in the city and on the countryside. Her import-
mce to the future of preventive medicine, to its
Lmmediate and personal application, is immense.

THE TASK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED.
What is then the task which lies before the

Welsh National Medical School ? What are its
responsibilities ? It has to train a whole and com-
plete medical service for the Principality so that
there may be established throughout Wales a

capable and well-equipped band of apostles
preaching the gospel of health on hill and dale,
in hamlet, village, and town. The band must be

complete, medical men and women, general practi-
tioners and consulting specialists, medical officers
of health, school officers, factory officers, maternity
and infant welfare officers, tuberculosis officers,
and trained nurses, hospital almoners, midwives,
health visitors, and welfare supervisors. Each
and all recognising the place they have to fill in
the life of the nation, the dependence of that life
upon their work, and the high duty they undertake
when entering our profession; but strengthened
for their work by being bound together by the
bond of a common alma mater; imbued with the
high aspirations she will have inspired, returning
to her from time to time, bringing with them the
wealth of accumulated experience, and acquiring
in return up-to-date information as to improve-
ments and advances in knowledge.

The Means to Attain the End.
There are available means, general and local, for

the purpose in hand.
1. The general experience of the past, and of

, 
other places enables that which has proved best

. and most successful to be selected, and that which
E has proved less successful, or even disadvantageous,

to be avoided. Veneration for antiquity must not
be allowed to hamper, nor adhesion to the new
because it is new. 

" Affectations of antiquity and
1 novelty are the humours of partisans rather than
e judgments." 4 As Clough has expressed it-
s Old things need not be therefore true,
g 0 brother men, nor yet the new ;
d 

. Ah ! still awhile the old thought retain,
d 

) 
_ And yet-consider it again." _ _

2. The local facilities include: (a) A university
college able and ready to provide instruction in all
knowledge ancillary to medicine, whether in social

economics or psychology, or in the physical sciencesof chemistry, physics, botany, or biology; (b) a

medical school already flourishing, in which the
training is on scientific or university lines, a

school whose numbers have outgrown its buildings,
and for which new accommodation is being pro,
vided ; , (c) a hospital, the King Edward VII.
Hospital, second to none in modern equipment,
and ready at hand for providing clinical instruc-

; tion in every branch of curative medicine,
. 

surgery, and midwifery; (d) a unique organisation
. 

in the King Edward VII. Memorial for Wales to,

; provide instruction in every branch of tuberculosis
, work; (e) excellent mental and fever hospitals
 adjacent (and the authorities of the former are even
1 now taking steps to develop, through a mental
e clinic, the preventive side of nervous diseases which
s has been neglected far too long); (f) Cardiff and

s Glamorgan possess maternity and infant welfare
j. and school clinics, ready for providing instruc-
- tion as regards the health of mothers, babes,

4 Novum Organum, Bk. 1, lvi.
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and growing children, who represent the spring-
time of life when the seeds of future disease are
planted ; (<y) the district is sufficiently industrial to 3
enable industrial medicine to be studied, the I
mental and physical value of occupation and exer- i
cise, the aggravation of ill-health associated with I

drudgery and fatigue; (h) it is sufficiently populous
to afford facilities for study of social economics, a I
volume of knowledge too long unopened by our i
profession; (i) Cardiff is a great port where quaran- I
tine can be seen in action, and acquaintance made I
with tropical diseases; (j) there are also important i

possibilities in the adjacent flourishing towns of i
Swansea and Newport; (k) of immense importance, ]

also, is the Ministry of Health for Wales, in the ]
hands of men with wide vision, able and ready to I
give invaluable advice and enthusiastic support; &Icirc;

(l) there is the Prince of Wales’s Hospital for after-
care of surgical cases; started for maimed soldiers I
and sailors, it is about to be opened for the treat-
ment of civilians injured in the stress of life ;
(m)- last, but by no means least, owing to the i
generosity of Sir W. J. Thomas, there is the I
Preventive Medicine Institute now being built,
the work of which must permeate the whole or the
raison d’etre of its existence will not be fulfilled.
Here is a new thing established in connexion with
a medical school, established at a most interesting
moment in its existence. ’

This institute stands to represent not only teach- I

ing but also research and the spirit of research.
For, as Sir Walter Morley Fletcher has recently
written,5 " The importance of linking research work
with university teaching for the gain of each is so I

universally admitted as to need no discussion."
The institute must be acquainted with the health
conditions of Wales and be prepared to direct
research to meet the needs of the Welsh nation; it
must have knowledge of social conditions with
which health is so intimately associated; it must
be alive to industrial conditions and be prepared to
investigate why the industrial worker so often fails
to maintain a high standard of health and so is
unable to give of his best to the community which
he and we all serve; it must note variations in
sickness and mortality in different districts and be
prepared to assist in searching out the causes and
finding the way to remove them, " for where the
cause is not known the effect cannot be produced." 6
Its scope must, in short, so far as medicine is con-
cerned, be as broad as that proudly claimed by
Bacon, who took all knowledge for his own.

The N eaet Step.
All these varied organisations and institutions

have to be called in to build the structure of
our National School of Medicine. The work of
coordinating the whole will be no mean task.
The conditions are, however, favourable; not

merely because the development of the school is
looked on with favour, and recognised as a need
in the Principality, but because the development
of such a coordinating central nervous system for
pre-existing units represents the normal process
in nature. Nature does not start with a central
nervous system and attempt through it to force
into existence peripheral units; such a husteron-
proteron proceeding is - only favoured by " con-
structive politicians," "Nature to be commanded
must be obeyed."
A scheme of instruction must be evolved which

will consider afresh the needs of the community
5 Fifth Annual Report of the Medical Research Committee, 1919,

p. 12. (Cmd. 412.) 6 Novum Organum, Bk. 1, iii.

the school has to serve. Nor are the needs of
Wales only for consideration. Wales is a part of a
great world-wide empire, and her sons and daughters
go forth to the uttermost parts of the earth; they
must be equipped for their work. The duty of the
school is imperial as well as national.
The position of the student and the time at his

disposal present other important aspects. For

adequate teaching of all that each specialist would
desire many long years would be required; the
students would still remain with their education
incomplete at 40, and would finally only issue forth
as grey-haired and reverent seniors, to do but a
few short years of work before becoming old-age
pensioners. Here let me quote again from Sir
George Newman.’ "The object of medical educa-
tion is not the completely furnished encyclopaedic ;
but the equipped man, alert, ready, trained, with an
expanding and enlarging mind, the dexterous and
willing instrument of knowledge, technical craft
and progress, whatsoever its destination." He
goes on to discuss a reduced and simplified
curriculum, and states under six headings how
to make the study deeper and the training
more effective ; the fifth heading is of special
interest : " Associated with treatment, is the
large issue of preventive medicine, in which some-
thing approaching revolutionary reform is needed.
The ordinary medical student does not require a
cpurse of study comparable to that prescribed for
the Diploma in Public Health. He is not a ’ diminu-
tive’ medical officer of health. The knowledge of
preventive medicine he requires is something
deeper and more intimate than an administrative
function or dealing with an environment, more
innate than a collection of memorised data; it is
such an understanding of the nature of disease that
its occurrence can be prevented or it can be checked
in the patient before disablement; in short, a cura-
tive medicine which is preventive. Its application
is not restricted by law or confined by expediency ;
it is universal. It concerns almost all disease, and
not infectious disease only. To express it crudely,
death under 50 or 60 years of age has got to be
prevented or avoided, and the medical practitioner
is the primary agent in the task." ,

Sir George Newman in here setting a standard
is considering only the medical student; but we
have to aim higher still, since the Welsh medical
school is part of a university. We must send
forth men with the mark upon them of a university,
a place which Cardinal Newman once defined as a
" school of universal training." The general
world of culture must be to them an open house,
into which they have found their way through
university life with minds broadened by exchange <

of thought and intercourse with teachers and
fellow-students in other schools than their own.
Here is the standard we have to aim at and

attain; then those who go forth to their work,
taught to be-

...... inquisitive how pricks and cracks
Befall the flesh through too much stress and strain,"

will be able to look back on their student days and
say (giving a turn to Browning’s words) :&mdash;

I own the Past profuse
Of power each side, perfection every turn :

Eyes, ears took in their dole,
Brain treasured up the whole;

Should not the heart beat once " How good
to live and learn?" "

Not once beat " Praise be Thine!
I see the whole design."

7 Some Notes on Medical Education in England, Sir George
Newman, 1918, pp. 116-7 (Cd, 9124).
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, HOW THE PURPOSE IS TO BE EFFECTED.

The exact way in which the purpose will be
effected lies to-day on the knees of the gods. No
one can draw back the veil from the future. But
the gods help those who help themselves. If after
determining upon the end to be attained we adopt
the motto Finem respice, and if the means to attain
that end are present, as they are, nothing can stay
the will to succeed. That will is present; it has
moved’mountains to construct the position as it
exists to-day, compared with which the difficulties
ahead will be but as molehills. Those who are to
be privileged to carry on the work owe deep
gratitude to the men who have toiled before, bear-
ing the heat and burden of the day; some have
succumbed in the struggle, like Colonel Bruce
Vaughan.

Personally, while recognising the magnitude of
the task ahead, I bow to these pioneers who have
enabled me to say, "The lines are fallen unto me
in pleasant places; yea, I have a goodly heritage."

ON THE

SERUM-DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS,
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE STANDARDISATION

OF RED BLOOD CELLS AND COMPLEMENT.

BY FREDERICK C. LEWIS,
ASSISTANT LECTURER IN BACTERIOLOGICAL METHODS,

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL.

(From the Bacteriological Laboratories of the City
and University.)

IT is now well recognised in the laboratory 

1

,diagnosis and control of syphilis and other patho-
logical conditions in which the phenomenon of

complement-deviation is applicable that accurate
standardisation of the materials used is essential.
Varying or contradictory results are generally
ascribed not to any prime fault in the method,
but rather to errors in technique due either to
inaccuracy or omission of standardisation.

Several good methods are now made available
-through various publications in which the problem
of standardisation has received very thorough
attention. The writer, however, ventures to

suggest, as one result of his work with Professor
J. M. Beattie, that more attention should be paid
to the standardisation of the red blood cell sus-
pension. In the test as ordinarily carried out the
terms negative, slightly positive, positive and

strongly positive, or terms of similar import, are
used not to indicate the presence or otherwise of
active disease in the patient under examination,
but rather the capacity of the patient’s serum to
absorb minimum heamolytic doses (M.H.D.) of com-
plement in the presence of the artificial antigen.
It therefore follows, in order that results of one
laboratory should be comparable with those of
another, that the term minimum heemolytic dose
of complement should be rigidly defined, and
its actual value in heamolytic work uniforml3
established.

Inaccuracies Arising from Lack of Standardisation.
If the M.H.D. used by a worker at one time is

less powerful than that used by him on another
occasion owing to its being titrated against a less
dense blood cell suspension his results. on this
ground alone, will vary. Other things being
equal, a powerful M.H.D. will swing his results to
the negative side, and a less powerful M.H.D. will

!wing his results to the positive side. If this be
jrue of an individual worker the variations will

probably be accentuated if the same serum be
examined indifferent laboratories. In an extreme

case, for the sake of illustration, if a given syphilitic
serum absorbed in the presence of antigen say
5 M.H.D., when M.H.D. = x, the same serum would
absorb only 2t M.H.D if M.H.D. = 2x. Now if
5 M.H.D. were used in the second experiment the
result would be complete lysis (i.e., negative)
owing to 2-2L M.H.D. being free, whereas in the
first case the result would show no lysis (i.e.,
positive) owing to there being no free complement,
in each case the value of the M.H.D., although
different, being determined by titration against the
particular red cell suspension used. Again, if the
value of the M.H.D. be small there is a danger of
the native anticomplementary power of the serum
becoming so obvious that the whole result is
vitiated ; that is to say, if a given serum owing to
its anticomplementary power absorbs 1 M.H.D.
when M.H.D. = 2x, it will absorb 3 M.H.D. if
M.H.D. = x. Thus, if 3 of the weaker M.H.D. be
used in the test there will be no lysis, not because
the serum is positive, but because the serum itself
has absorbed all the complement; whereas if the
stronger M.H.D. be used H M.H.D. would remain
for interaction with antigen and syphilitic ambo-
cepter or lysis, as the case may be. These con-
siderations may in themselves explain the occasional
occurrences of several sera, usually in one series
of tests, showing high anticomplementary values in
the absence of antigen.
Now, the M.H.D. of complement is generally

accepted as that minimum amount of complement
which will hsemolyse a given quantity of sensitised
red cells, primarily that is, it is defined in terms
of red cells. In the writer’s opinion it should be
more rigidly defined-namely, that minimum dose
of complement in unit volume which causes

complete haemolysis of a unit volume of a standard
suspension of sensitised red cells under definite
condition of time and temperature. If there be
any variation in the strength of the red blood cell
suspension the quantity of complement per M.H.D.
must also necessarily vary and thus more or less
influence the results of the final test. In other
words, the strength of the red blood cells suspen-
sion must, within the limit of experimental error,
be invariable.

Technique Now in Use.
In the various methods published by the Medical

Research Committee reference is made to the red
blood suspension as follows. Harrison says: " The
strength of the suspension which is used in the
test is 3 per cent. to 5 per cent., according to the
practice of the individual worker ....... I, personally,
prefer a 3 per cent. suspension." In this case the
blood is " spun until the cells are deposited."
Browning uses " 3 per cent. of washed sediment."
Fildes and Mackintosh advise " ...... three washings
in all, and use 1 c.cm. deposited washed corpuscles
+ 19 c.cm. saline " in their test (i.e., 5 per cent.).
In method No. IV. in the Medical Research Com-
mittee pamphlet the blood is, after dilution, &c.,
spun until the " cells are all deposited " four times,
and used in a 6 per cent. suspension of the deposit,
which becomes 3 per cent. in the actual test by
dilution with amboceptor. In all these methods,
therefore, the blood is centrifuged and made up to
a certain percentage in normal saline-namely,

1 Medical Research Committee Special Report, Series No. 14.


